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the first visit and what would. come of it. This is the story
which. he told to, my father's father:

'II went into the mountains, trusting, that was all. If for
me to, see the lake would be good for my people then I knew
that the way would. be pointed ont, so I journied on and on
and though without food for the whole day, I felt no hunger.
As night came near I descended into a valley in which plenty
of ferns were growing and the water boiling in a small spring.
I gathered my fern roots and coo-ed them in the spring. The,
next day I fâced the mountains again. I had gone but A
little way when I saw before me an immense bird pluming
itself on a shelving rock. I had seen the skeletons of such

birds many ti - mes, but never a live bird before. Its plumage
was dazzling white and its arched neck shone like the

wattle in the sunshine. Its tufted head was more than twice
the height of a man's head ',,ftom the ground and although
the bird was a long way off4 felt that its eyes were soft and
full of tenderness. As I approached the white bird walked
away, stopping each minute to pick some green morsel, for
its stride was enormous and in the twinkling of an eye it

could have mounted into the clouds, hanging- over the moun-
tains. , All day long I followed the bird, turning and twist-
ing, going forward and coming back again until I lost all
reckoning of the pah, but something whispered in my ear
that it was to, be. At night I always found ferns for food

j and a hot spring so my wants were provided for. On the
third day out, as night drew near, I came very close to, the

bird, almost close enoulgh to, touch it, when it stepped
through some great ferns with leaves of silvery whiteness,
such as 1 had never seen before, and when I had followed it
the bird had disappeared. I raised my eyes and there-at uly
feet was a circular lake girt about- by immense monntains,
with cliffs rising from the-water higher than twenty- Kouri

pinés. Looking behind me, the way 1 had come, I saw the
silver ferns but in the background a wall of rock through

which no opening was visible. Much I wondered, but being
tired and hungry I gathered some of the ferns, but no hot

spring was at hand as before. I stepped to, the lake,
tonched it with my hand, it was almost boiling. That night
I slept beneath the silver ferns. The next morning when I
awoke there was no sign of the white bird but a little boat

lay on the sand before me containing three seats and three
paddles. After eating s - ome fern root I stepped into the boat

and paddled out. Then, for the first, I saw that the lake
contained a single island, lying in its centre, but this island
was not like any other'islànd. It had three equal , sides, on


